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Global Temperature
Our naïve attempt to communicate haunts us all.

We compute
p
a vast range
g of variables yet
y focus publicly
p
y on a number that conveys
y the misleadingg
impression that the world warms up uniformly, or that increased temperature is the primary
manifestation of climate change. We then propose to use this highly imperfect index of the rate humans
are adding energy to the climate system as our primary criterion for whether we are making progress.

Global temperature gets
us into hot water

The Hockey Stick
Global Temperature in the last millennium
Empirical adjustments of ecological proxies and thermometer data

Michael E. Mann, “The Hockey Stick and the Climate Wars: dispatches from the front lines”,
Columbia University Press, 2012

Hiatus
Greenhouse warming not showing up in surface temperature
Models work before 2000 but not after
Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation ?

Anomalies are from three updated observational datasets and the ensemble mean (black curve) and 10–90% range
(d k grey shading)
(darker
h di ) GMST off 124 simulations
i l i
from
f
41 CMIP‐5
CMIP 5 models
d l using
i RCP4.5
RCP4 5 extensions
i
from
f
2005.
Fyfe, J.C. et al, Making Sense of the early 2000s warming slowdown, Nature Climate Change 6, 224–228 (2016)
doi:10.1038/nclimate2938 Published online 24 February 2016 .

Reanalysis
Gaps between sparse data of different types taken at ill‐
assorted points far from one another in space and time must
be filled in by multi‐parameter models constructed from other
data and physics‐based calculations.
The results depend on the accuracy and completeness of the
measurements, the realism and precision of the models, and
the rigor of the statistical techniques used to merge data and
models.
Progress is recursive. Improvements in observations,
theoretical understanding, models, statistical techniques, and
computational capacity produce new results that,
that treated as
data in subsequent models, start the cycle of reanalysis again.

Second Law of
Reanalysis
As knowledge improves,
the data change

2015 NOAA reanalysis has aroused political
suspicion as well as scientific skepticism
Land‐surface temperatures from
more weather stations + adjusting
SST bias between ships and buoys
lowered earlier data; inclusion of
2014 data raised later data

Karl, Thomas R., et al. "Possible artifacts of
data biases in the recent global surface
warming hiatus." Science 348.6242 (2015):
(
)
1469‐1472.

“Approximately 300 people including
scientists, engineers and other
experts, about half with doctorate
d
degrees,
h
have
petitioned
ii
dU
U.S.
S H
House
Science Committee Chairman Lamar
Smith, R‐Texas, to carefully investigate
suspiciously
p
y overheated climate
temperature book‐cooking by the
National Oceanic Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA).”

Larry Bell, “Stats Tampering Puts NOAA
in hot water” , CATO Institute, Feb 1,
2016

It is not enough to be right
By now, you are thinking that the attribution issue is settled, that the
denialist phenomenon is over except in the US…that the US has
unusually crude ways of displaying political conflict…
What is shouted loudlyy in US media mayy be q
quietlyy held elsewhere…
Unresolved cognitive dissonance produces resistance
to taking action,
action conscious or unconscious.
unconscious

Trust is the coin of the realm
The climate science and technology community has tried since IPCC
was founded in 1988 to do all within its powers to make its results
trustworthy. Could we have done a better job with temperature?

Why do we let the world rely
on temperature??
The oceans take up more than 90% of the energy
added to the climate system by humans. The
atmosphere, 2%. The heat content of the ocean is
the dominant measure of the earth’s radiation
imbalance and therefore a much more
fundamental tracer of humanity’s impact on the
climate.
.

Victor, David G., and Charles F. Kennel. "Climate policy: Ditch the 2 C warming goal."
Nature 514.7520
514 7520 (2014).
(2014)
von Schuckmann, K., et al. "An imperative to monitor Earth's energy imbalance."
Nature Climate Change 6.2 (2016): 138‐144.

Ocean Heat Content, 1955‐2013
Energy started being buried at sea during hiatus
OHC between
surface and 2000m

1998 El Nino

OHC between
surface
f
and
d 700m

Volcanos

Balmaseda, Trenberth, and Källén, Distinctive Climate Signals in reanalysis of ocean heat content,
Geophysical Research Letters, 40, 1754‐1759, doi: 10.1002/grl50382, 2013

OHC between
surface and 300m

Ocean Heat, 1865‐2015
Half of all ocean warming since 1865 was during hiatus

OHC change estimates combining climate models with data
from the nineteenth
nineteenth‐century
century Challenger expedition,
expedition a multi‐
multi
decadal record of ship‐based in situ mostly upper‐ocean
measurements, the more recent near‐global Argo floats
profiling to intermediate (2,000 m) depths, and full‐depth
repeated transoceanic sections.

Gleckler, Peter J., et al. "Industrial‐era global ocean heat uptake doubles in recent
decades, ”Nature Climate Change” (2016). Also, Wijffels, Susan, et al. "Ocean
temperatures chronicle the ongoing warming of Earth."
Nature Climate Change 6.2 (2016): 116‐118.

What if OHC had been a benchmark
for climate modeling?
Would model performance improve if models
were constrained to optimize the way they jointly
satisfy temperature and ocean heat content
observational constraints?
Would
W
ld models
d l better
b
separate anthropogenic
h
i
warming from “natural variations”?
Would politicians and the public have looked at
both temperature
p
and ocean heat content and
not been fooled?

This whole episode is troubling
That an important policy debate has been hostage to delicate
aspects of reanalysis shows how tricky reliance on a single
indicator can be. Had ocean heat content been as visible as
global temperature, it would have made clear to all that
humans were still adding energy to the climate system.
system Climate
change was not slowing down, only global warming was.
Of course, ocean heat content data, indeed all climate time
series, are fragile in the same way as temperature has proven to
be. But that is the point. When all indicators are fragile, you
should not rely on one; you risk over‐focusing policy on it. You
look at a number of different ones and ask whether they all
point in the same general direction.
direction You look at the balance of
evidence.

Ditch the 2‐degree warming goal
David G. Victor and Charles F. Kennel, Nature, 514, 30–31 (02 October 2014) doi:10.1038/514030a

Global temperature misleading metric of anthropogenic climate change
2‐degrees surpassed without global deployment of unproven carbon removal technologies
Business as usual unacceptable, but no scientific proof that 2 degrees is threshold of danger

Planetary Decision Support
A basket of indicators

The 2015 Paris Agreement
g
on Climate commits ggovernments to come together
g
everyy
5 years to set more ambitious emission reduction targets; report to each other and
the public on how well they are doing to implement their targets; and track progress
towards the long‐term goal through a transparency and accountability system.
Temperature is not enough. They need a basket of indicators, just as in central
banking, trade policy, and sustainable development where issues are multi‐
dimensional and interacting.

A Possible list of Planetary Vital Signs
•

Surface temperature

•

Atmospheric
p
CO2

•

Ocean (Earth system) Heat Content

•

Sea level / sea level rise

•

Arctic sea ice extent/concentration

•

Solar irradiance as external control variable

•

Stratospheric O3?

•

Number of extreme climate events per year?

•

Ice sheets,
sheets land glacier eextent,….?
tent ?

• Need to agree on list with scientists, policy
makers

Why don’t we already have
Pl
Planetary
t
Vital
Vit l Signs?
Si ?
Other indicators of change were not perceived as
very important to decision making. We now can
explain why temperature by itself is inadequate,
inadequate
and why more than one indicator is needed.
There also has not been the confidence building
that promotes data into a generally accepted vital
sign. Policy experts do not have the tools to do it
by themselves, and we scientists have not thought
i our job.
it
j b

GCOS Essential Climate Variables
The UN’s Global Climate Observing System (GCOS) has compiled a list of Essential Climate
Variables that are critical to understanding and modeling climate change. These ECVs were first
set out in 2003 in a GCOS report to the UNFCCC.

•

The ECVs were settled on despite the complexities of the Earth system and the diversity of
scientific interests; this suggest agreement could be achieved on the smaller suite of
planetary vital signs.

We already have Vital Sign candidates
Some of the scientific variables have been blended into
more general indicators of change for public communication
purposes; often the term vital sign is used.
Considerable skill has been acquired from these broadly
similar efforts and their experience about how to
reach
h the
th public
bli will
ill b
be useful.
f l
The Paris Agreement makes indicators of this type but
designed to support high‐level decision‐making
more important
p
than ever.

No Magic Wand

The observational community cannot turn data into vital signs by itself.
It requires broader participation to ensure they are
Trusted by decision makers; understood by the public; easy to use;
published regularly; circulated widely; predicted by models; and
i d
independently
d tl certified.
tifi d
Key technical and organizational issues must be addressed before vital
signs will be ready to supplement temperature as primary measures of
humanity’s impact on the climate system and climate change’s impact
on humanity.

Planetaryy Vital Sign
g Coalition
Each key measurement has its own constellation of observing groups and
supporting agencies. We urge observing groups to create consortia and
announce they are working together to establish a planetary vital signs
coalition that Includes other observing consortia, policy experts, decision
makers,, and communicators.
International scientific leadership groups, like GCOS and GEO, speaking for
the vital signs coalition, should team up with policy experts and
policymakers to secure UNFCCC recommendation that planetary vital signs
be provided by the time of entry into of force of the Paris Agreement
One cannott expectt the
O
th world
ld policy
li community
it to
t agree on vital
it l signs
i
immediately; countries have different levels of readiness, different ways
of decision‐making. There inevitably will be a period of experimentation
during which the coalition works to broaden acceptance among
decision makers and the public. This will be its main task.

The Vital Sign Coalition should:
•

Implement a proactive dissemination strategy, as easy familiarity is part of the
argument for having vital signs.

•

U d
Update
and
d publicize
bli i agreements to sustain
i d
data continuity.
i i

•

Work with decision makers to design and implement independent certification
procedures.
procedures
•

•

Certification goes well beyond quality control of data and extends to the processes
that convert data into a vital sign.
g Open
p access to data will not be enough.
g
Independent certification that every step in the data management process conforms
to the best standards of contemporary science is critical, especially for vital signs.

IInvite
it ecologists,
l i t geographers,
h
economists,
i t engineers,
i
social
i l scientists,
i ti t and
d public
bli
health specialists, as needed, along with experts in big data analytics, to develop
risk indicators related to the vital signs. A visible effort will build support for the
vital signs themselves.
themselves

Climate Risk
Failure to mitigate or adapt to climate change: the largest
single threat to the global economy

S i ti t d
Scientists
do nott make
k the
th decisions
d i i
on climate,
li t politicians
liti i
and
d business
b i
leaders
l d do.
d
They respond to the risks to things the public cares about,
not the abstract threat of climate change.

Vital Signs
Empirical indicators of ongoing
change in key climate systems

Direct Risk
The ecological and/or societal
impacts of changes in
contemporary or future climate

Systemic Risk
Query‐based
Query
based extreme outcome
probabilities
What is the worst thing that can
happen?

Adaptation Knowledge Cascade
Large Weather and Ocean Systems
Thermal properties‐
properties‐ Atmospheric and sea surface temperature
temperature,, ocean heat content
Atmospheric circulation‐
circulation‐meridional heat transport, jet streams, Hadley Cell…
Vital Signs
Oceanic circulation‐Antarctic Current, Beaufort Gyre, Kuroshio
Kuroshio,, Gulf Stream
Stream…
…
Space‐‐time patterns‐
Space
patterns‐ENSO, Indian Ocean Dipole; Pacific Decadal & Arctic Oscillations..
Extreme weather systematics
systematics‐‐heat waves,
waves cold snaps,
snaps storms,
storms droughts,
droughts floods,…

Regional Geophysical Systems
Cryosphere‐Sea ice, Greenland
Cryosphere‐
Greenland//Antarctic ice shelves, mountain glaciers and snows, permafrost…
Watersheds‐‐river networks, aquifers, deltas, sediment transport…
Watersheds
transport…
C t l Zones‐
Coastal
Zones
Z
‐Relative
l i sea level
l l rise,
i storm surges, beach
b h erosion,
i
salt
l water intrusions
i
i

Regional Ecological Systems
Biomes‐Deserts, chaparral
Biomes‐
chaparral,, grassland, savannah, forest, tundra, marshlands…
Biodiversity‐‐species distributions and abundances, symbioses…
Biodiversity
Habitat change‐
change‐invasive species, migration…
migration…..

Direct Risk

Regional Technical Systems
Ecosystems‐Agriculture, forestry, fisheries…
Ecosystems‐
Water and Air Supplies
Supplies‐‐Irrigation, pollution,
pollution, dams,
Extreme Events
Events‐‐Disaster response and civil infrastructure…
Energy Services
Services‐‐Electricity transmission, hydroelectric power,…

Humans
Health‐Malaria,, cholera,, respiratory
Health‐
p
y diseases,, …
Security‐‐Food, water,
Security
water, energy, environmental conflict, migration…
Economics‐‐Industries, trade, investment
Economics
Welfare‐‐Sustainable development
Welfare
Mobility‐‐Air and sea transport
Mobility

Systemic
Risk

Common Challenge
TTraceable
bl pathways
h
connecting
i independent
i d
d
knowledge domains and ontologies

Methodological Issues
Inherently sparse data, Inhomogeneous sampling
I
Incommensurate
t data
d t types,
t
no explicit
li it causall connections
ti
Empirical bins and arbitrary formats; Statistical outliers unusually
important; Need to use expert advice where analysis fails

Big data Bayesian analytics
The basic
Th
b i requirement
i
t is
i for
f three‐way
th
collaborations
ll b ti
among
experts in big data analytics, climate modeling, and in
environment or social impact areas.

Planetary Vital Sign Coalition
Scientists,, p
policyy experts,
p
, decision makers,, communicators

The coalition should attend to the issues beyond data provision whose neglect has
impeded the widespread use of any indicator other than temperature
temperature. It should
start work at once, since some vital signs should be ready at the entry into force of
the Paris Agreement in 2020 or it will be hard to infuse any
policyy processes
p
later.
into p
Charles F Kennel, Stephen Briggs, and David Victor,
“Planetary Vital Sign Coalition”, in progress, 2016

